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Across

1 More fashionable 
photographer 
follows wife, the 
cheeky little blighter 
(14)

10 The original walls 
needing renovation 
in guest house (5)

11 Megastar "Come 
Dancing" rejected 
entertains roughly 
50% of Americans 
(9)

12 Small company 
books ferry, oddly 
neglecting to provide 
a means to get there 
(7)

13 Second kiss with the 
Parisian forms slight 
mark on the skin (7)

14 Hanker for an 
unspecified time (5)

16 Performing tango 
with any northern 
kid's mum (5-4)

19 Glorious days of 
summers of cricket 
outside church (9)

20 Levels achieved by 
cycling netball team 
(5)

22 Guarantees rebukes, 
ignoring leader (7)

25 Lions, perhaps, in 
important match 
(3,4)

27 Faint and sick, for 
example, I 
haemorrhaged 
briefly (9)

28 Smell of a traveller 
(5)

29 Waste energy 
pointlessly and 
engage in transaction 
with glue factory? 
(4,1,4,5)

Down

2 Top hat too shabby? 
That's controversial 
(3,6)

3 Control one involved 
in conspiracy (5)

4 Stamina of nude 
dancer, cavorting 
without one bit of 
dignity (9)

5 Sluts regularly 
welcoming Mike 
Pence in pits of filth 
(5)

6 Model a right 
Charlie next to 
husband's sports car 
(9)

7 Idiot's 11th strategy? 
(5)

8 Appreciation of 
muscle in rump (7)

9 Drink, like a mixer? 
(6)

15 Touring Guiana, 
collecting vehicle in 
another country (9)

17 On the contrary: Coe 
was in front, taking 
heart from Ovett's 
minor injury (9)

18 They provided 
connections from 
musical drama to 
rock show, primarily 
(9)

19 Law enforcement 
officer that woman 
notes repeatedly (7)

21 Makes out a wicket 
that is up and down 
(6)

23 Ovals deformed, 
becoming round (5)

24 It is used to fence in 
wild bears (5)

26 Pingu: another 
providing this? (5)


